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CONDITIONAL PREPARATION OF �(2) MACROSCOPICENTANGLED STATESS. A. Podoshvedov *Shool of Computational Sienes, Korea Institute for Advaned Study130-722, Seoul, Republi of South KoreaSubmitted 26 September 2005Two experimental arrangements onsisting of oupled spontaneous parametri down-onverters with type-I phasemathing pumped simultaneously by a powerful optial �eld in a oherent state through the balaned beamsplitter and linear optial elements are proposed for onditional preparation of marosopi entangled states inoutput pumping modes of the studied system. Suessful generation of the marosopi entangled state in thepumping modes is unambiguously heralded by oinident detetion of two photons in the generated signal andidler modes of the system. We alulate the amount of entanglement and suess probabilities to observe the�(2) marosopi entangled states in the total wave funtion. We show that the proposed shemes an be usedto obtain a new type of marosopi entangled states.PACS: 03.65.Ud, 42.50.Dv1. INTRODUCTIONThe theory of quantum omputation promises torevolutionize the future of omputer tehnology in fa-toring large integers [1℄ and ombinational searhes [2℄.For quantum ommuniation purposes, entangledstates of light �elds are of partiular interest. Suhstates an also be used, for example, for quantum keydistribution [3℄ and quantum teleportation [4℄. Theentangled states are useful for quantum proessing, butthey are hard to produe and tend to deohere fast.The spontaneous nonollinear parametri down-on-verter with type-II phase mathing is well known toprodue true entanglement along ertain diretions ofpropagation of the generated optial beams [5℄. It iswell known that at ertain angles between the pumpbeam and the optial axis of the rystal, namely, alongtwo intersetion diretions, the emitted light beomesunpolarized or entangled [5℄.In reent years, the problem of physial produ-tion of entangled states has been intensively studied.But despite enormous progress in generating entangledstates of photons [5℄, deterministi generation of thestates remains an elusive entity [6℄. Indeed, the ma-jority of urrent experiments in optis is based on the*E-mail: sap�kias.re.kr

use of spontaneous parametri down-onversion, whihis inherently random. Consequently, we an determinewhether a pair of photons has been generated only bypostseletion produed by detetors. In ertain appli-ations, for example, in testing Bell inequalities [7℄,the randomness of the generated pair is not essential.Nevertheless, the onditional preparation of entangledstates is required in some appliations of quantum in-formation, for example, in experiments involving mul-tiple photon pairs [8℄ and in onstrution of quantumontrolled sign gate [9℄. Therefore, it is important tostudy the problem of onditional preparation of entan-gled states by optial methods [10℄.Here, we present the idea of onditional prepara-tion of marosopi entangled states in output pump-ing modes of the system of two spontaneous parametridown-onverters with type-I phase mathing (SPDCI)pumped simultaneously through a balaned beam split-ter. We say that suh states �(2) are marosopi en-tangled states and use the symbol �(2) in regard to theseond-order suseptibility of the rystal, to di�erenti-ate them from other marosopi entangled states. Be-fore we onsider the problem of onditional preparationof the �(2) marosopi entangled states, we develop asimpli�ed theory of the SPDCI based on the three-mo-de Hamiltonian with a quantized pumping mode totake depletion of the pumping mode into aount [11℄.615



S. A. Podoshvedov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006Spei�ally, we propose two experimental setups bothwith and without beam splitters to projet the outputwave funtion of the oupled SPDCI onto one of the two�(2) marosopi entangled states. In other words, wedraw attention to nonlassial properties of the statein the pumping mode leaving the SPDCI. As was �rstnoted in [11℄, the output state of the pumping mode anbe squeezed after the SPDCI. In [11℄, numerial analy-sis has been done under the assumption of a large valueof the produt of the amplitude of the input oherentstate and the oupling oe�ient of the SPDCI. Here,we onsider another possibility for the output pumpingmodes to manifest their nonlassial (more preisely,nonloal) properties. We show that the produed statesin the output modes are entangled and di�er both fromtensor produt of two oherent states and from a vani-shing state. We alulate both the probabilities for themarosopi entangled states to be observed in the to-tal wave funtion and the amount of the entanglementstored in the states.We note that the generated �(2) entangled statesresemble the well-known entangled Shrödinger atsformed by oherent states of light. A oherent �eld is afundamental tool in quantum optis, and linear super-position of two oherent states may be onsidered as arealisti model of realizable marosopi quantum sys-tems [12℄. Therefore, the entangled states of two oher-ent states are onsidered to be appliable in both quan-tum teleportation [13℄ and quantum omputation [14℄.The generation of the entangled Shrödinger ats re-quires the Kerr medium with high �(3) suseptibil-ity [14℄. But it is well known the �(3) suseptibilityis weaker than the �(2) suseptibility (�(2) � �(3)).Thus, our proposal with the seond-order suseptibil-ity of the rystals allows realizing other more reliableresoures of marosopi entangled states, whih analso be used in quantum information proessing. Ouranalysis of the problem of onditional preparation ofmarosopi entangled states by means of a mediumwith the �(2) suseptibility is simpli�ed by use of spe-ial detetors disriminating between one- and multi-photon number states [15℄.2. CONDITIONAL PREPARATION WITH THEHELP OF BEAM SPLITTERSThe proposed setup onsists of two SPDCI (Fig. 1a)and a passive optial iruit (Fig. 1b) reduing theoutput state of the SPDCI to marosopi entangledstates. Before we start analyzing the optial projetivesystems in Fig. 1b and Fig. 2, we onsider the system
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b 1′3′2′4′Fig. 1. a � Experimental arrangement to ondition-ally produe �(2) marosopi entangled states in thepumping modes. The system involves two SPDCI si-multaneously pumped by a powerful mode through thebalaned beam splitter. b � The optial sheme withtwo Hadamard gates to distinguish the mode entangledstates j	(1234)1 i and j	(1234)2 i from eah other. Here,the white surfae indiates the one from whih a signhange ours upon re�etion. The modes 1, 2, 3, and4 are the input ones and the modes 1 0, 2 0, 3 0, and 4 0are the output onesof two down-onverted rystals pumped simultaneouslyby a powerful �eld in the oherent state as shown inFig. 1a. We label the partiipating modes with the or-responding annihilation operators. Let â1, â2, â3, andâ4 be the modes of down-onverted photons. The oper-ators â1 and â2 desribe the modes of the �rst rystal(diretions 1 and 2) and the operators â3 and â4 de-sribe the modes of the seond down-onverted rystal(diretions 3 and 4). The operators âp1 and âp2 areresponsible for the modes of the powerful beams thatsimultaneously pump the �rst and seond down-on-verted rystals through the balaned beam splitter.The responses of the two down-onverted rystals in616
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Fig. 2. The optial sheme is adjusted to onditionallyprodue �(2) marosopi entangled states. A holo-graphi sheme in auxiliary generated modes is usedfor a Bell-state measurementFig. 1a are onsidered to be idential to eah other.If we take quantization and depletion of the pumpingmode into aount, neglet the multi-frequeny stru-ture of the pump, and use narrowband �lters in orderto hoose only those generated modes that satisfy thephase mathing ondition, then the simpli�ed three-mode Hamiltonian governing the down-onverted pro-esses in Fig. 1 a is given by [11℄H = H1 +H2 == i~r2 �â+1 â+2 âp1�â+p1 â2â1+â+3 â+4 âp2�â+p2 â4â3� ; (1)where the respetive Hamiltonians H1 and H2 are re-ferred to as the �rst (the �rst two terms) and the seond(the two subsequent terms) SPDCI and the ouplingoe�ient r is related to the nonlinear seond-ordersuseptibility tensor �(2). As the input ondition toHamiltonian (1), we take the oherent state j�i1j0i2,where the subsripts �1� and �2� refer to the respe-tive pumping modes. The state j�i1j0i2 is transformedto the state j~	ini = ���� �p2 �p1 ���� i�p2 �p2after the balaned beam splitter, where the subsriptsp1 and p2 refer to the �rst and seond pumping modes.Applying �=2-phase shifter to the seond pumpingmode p2, we get the state j�ip1 j�ip2 . The two SPDCI

proesses desribed by Hamiltonian (1) with the inputondition j	ini = ���� �p2 �p1 ���� �p2 �p2are independent of eah other and give rise to the out-put wave funtionj	outi = j	12ij	34i;where j	12i and j	34i are the respetive wave funtionsof the �rst and seond SPDCI.We now onsider the output of one of the Hamil-tonians (Eq. 1), for example, H1. The wave funtionj	12i of the SPDCI is then given byj	12i = 1Xn=0 j	2ni; (3a)where the partial wave funtion j	2ni has the formj	2ni = n+1Xk=1 f (2n)k (s;�)jk�1i1jk�1i2jn�k+1ip1 : (3b)Here, the quantity f (2n)k (s;�) is the wave amplitude ofthe orresponding tensor produt of the photon num-ber states in the �rst generated, seond generated, andpumping modes. The wave amplitudes f (2n)k (s;�) obeythe system of linear di�erential equations [11℄df (2n)kds = � �(k � 1)pn� k + 2 f (2n)k�1�� kpn� k + 1 f (2n)k+1 � ; (3)where � = rL=2 is the oupling onstant, s = t=L isthe dimensionless distane along the rystal (s 2 [0; 1℄),and L is the rystal length. Beause we take the oher-ent state with the real amplitude �,j�i = exp��j�j22 � 1Xn=0 �npn! jni;as the input to the SPDCI with the signal and the idlermodes injeted to the SPDCI in vauum states, the in-put onditionsf (2n)1 (0) = exp��j�j22 � �npn! ; f (2n)k (0) = 0;k = 2; : : : ; n+ 1;are imposed on the set of linear di�erential equations(3). We note that the wave amplitudes take real val-ues beause we use a real value of the oherent state.617



S. A. Podoshvedov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006The output wave funtion j	12i of the �rst SPDCI(Eq. (3a)) an be rewritten asj	12i = 1Xn=0 jni1jni2j (n)ip1 ; (4a)where the partial wave funtions j (n)ip1 in the pump-ing mode are given byj (n)ip1 == exp��j�j22 � 1Xm=0 �m+nf (2(m+n))n+1 (�)p(m+ n)! jmip1 ; (4b)where the funtion f (2(m+n))n+1 (�) is the output wave am-plitude, f (2(m+n))n+1 (�) = f (2(m+n))n+1 (s = 1;�):We note that the wave funtions f (2n)k (s;�) used inEq. (4b) evolve in aordane with Eqs. (3), but nowwith the input onditions f (2n)1 (0) = 1 and f (2n)k (0) = 0for any numbers k = 2; : : : ; n+ 1.The treatment developed above allows writing thewave funtions j	12i and j	34i, eah of whih is a partof the output wave funtion j	outi (Eq. (2)), asj	12i = 1Xn=0 jni1jni2j (n)ip1 ; (5a)j	34i = 1Xn=0 jni3jni4j (n)ip2 ; (5b)where j (n)ip1 and j (n)ip2 are the orresponding out-put states in the �rst and seond pumping output ports.We use only those states in the output wave funtionj	outi (Eq. (2)) that have preisely two generated pho-tons in the signal and idler modes. Suh states anbe identi�ed by speial detetors in the Bell-state mea-surement system shown in Fig. 1b. These detetorsmust be able to disriminate between a one-photonlik and all other liks aused by the states with thenumber of photons greater than one. In other words,the detetors must initiate di�erent responses to one-and multi-photon states. Suh detetors are known toexist only in a prototype form [15℄. In other words,ideal detetors monitoring the generated modes andprojeting them onto the one-photon Fok state j1ih1jare supposed to be used. If we have the detetors thatdisriminate between one- and multi-photon numberstates, we an write the wave funtion of the system ofoupled SPDCI asj	i = �� �j1100i1234j (1)ip1 j (0)ip2++j0011i1234j (0)ip1 j (1)ip2� ; (6a)

where now the states in the pumping modes are de�nedbyj (0)ip1;p2 = exp��j~�j22 ��� 1Xm=0 ~�mf (2m)1 (�)pm! jmip1;p2 ; (6b)j (1)ip1;p2 = exp��j~�j22 ��� 1Xm=0 ~�mf (2(m+1))2 (�)�p(m+ 1)! jmip1;p2 ; (6)with ~� = �=p2 . Heneforth, the subsripts of thestates are related to the optial modes of photons [16℄.For example, the state j1100i1234 in Eq. (6a) is a tensorprodut of four modes, where the modes 1 and 2 areoupied by two photons and the modes 3 and 4 havezero photons.State (6a) is a superposition state onsisting of twophotons that simultaneously take four auxiliary modes(1�4) and two modi�ed oherent states in the respetivepumping modes p1 and p2. State (6a) an be rewrittenas j	i = �� �pp+ j	(1234)+ ij�(p1;p2)+ i++pp� j	(1234)� ij�(p1;p2)� i� ; (7)where we introdue the normalized states for the signaland idler modes (modes 1�4) and the pumping modes(p1 and p2) asj	(1234)� i = 1p2 fj1100i � j0011ig1234 ; (8a)j�(p1;p2)� i == 1p2p� nj (1)ij (0)i � j (0)ij (1)iop1p2 ; (8b)andp� = h (0)j (0)ih (1)j (1)i � ���h (0)j (1)i���2 (8)are the normalized oe�ients for the respetive statesj�(p1p2)+ i and j�(p1p2)� i. The states j�(p1p2)� i (Eq. (8b))an be expressed asj�(p1p2)� i = N� fjUijV i � jV ijUigp1p2 ; (9a)where the normalized wave funtions jUi and jV i aregiven by jUip1;p2 = 1pL1 j (1)ip1;p2 ; (9b)618



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006 Conditional preparation of �(2) marosopi entangled statesjV ip1;p2 = 1pL0 j (0)ip1;p2 ; (9)with the normalization oe�ientsL0 = h (0)j (0)i; L1 = h (1)j (1)i:The normalization oe�ient is given byN� = 1p2 (1� jaj2) = 1p2(1�M=N) ; (9d)
where jaj2 = jhU jV ij2and the magnitudes N and M have the formN = h (1)j (1)ih (0)j (0)i = exp ��2j~�j2��� 1Xm=0 1Xk=0 j~�j2(m+k)f (2m)21 (�)f (2(k+1))22 (�)�2m!(k + 1)! ; (9e)M = h (1)j (0)ih (0)j (1)i = exp ��2j~�j2� 1Xm=0 1Xk=0 j~�j2(m+k)f (2m)1 (�)f (2k)1 (�)f (2(m+1))2 (�)f (2(k+1))2 (�)�2pm!k!(m+ 1)!(k + 1)! : (9f)A note about the notation used in Eqs. (9e) and(9f) is in order. The expressions f (2m)21 (�) andf (2(k+1))22 (�) denote the quantities f (2m)1 (�) andf (2(k+1))2 (�) squared, and the expression j~�j2(m+k) isthe amplitude j~�j raised to the power 2(m+ k).We now onsider onditional preparation of the �(2)marosopi entangled states j�(p1p2)� i. For this, theauxiliary modes 1�4 must be subjeted to the Bell-statemeasurement. For the onditional preparation of the�(2) marosopi entangled states j�(p1p2)� i, we use theBell-measurement setup presented in Fig. 1b to distin-guish the mode-entangled states j	(1234)+ i and j	(1234)� ifrom eah other. Aording to Fig. 1b, the �rst andthird beams are direted to the top beam splitter at-ing in Fig. 1b as an Hadamard gate,H = (j0i+ j1i) h0j+ (j0i � j1i) h1jp2 ;while the seond and fourth beams are direted to thesame lower Hadamard gate. Straightforward alula-tions show thatj	(1234)+ i ! j	(10203040)+ i == 1p2 fj1100i+ j0011ig10203040 ; (10a)j	(1234)� i ! j	(10203040)� i == 1p2 fj1001i+ j0110ig10203040 ; (10b)where the modes 10, 20, 30, and 40 are the output modesof the orresponding Hadamard gates in Fig. 1b. As anbe seen from Eqs. (10a)�(10b), the states j	(10203040)� iare identi�ed by simultaneous liks of di�erent pairsof the registering detetors. As a onsequene, the o-inident detetion of two photons by any pair of the

detetors in Fig. 1b redues the state j	i (Eq. (7)) toeither the state j�(p1p2)+ i with the suess probability�2�2p+ (Eq. (8)) or the state j�(p1p2)� i with the su-ess probability �2�2p� (Eq. (8)) depending on theoutome of the Bell-state measurement.3. ASYMPTOTIC DECOMPOSITION OF THEWAVE AMPLITUDESWe now show that the marosopi states j�(p1p2)+ iand j�(p1p2)� i (Eqs. (8b)) are atually entangled states.For this, we are use the asymptoti deomposition ofthe wave amplitudes f (2n)k (s;�) that diretly followsfrom Eqs. (3). Some partiular analyti solutions forthe output wave amplitudes f (2n)k (�) with the numberof photons n = 1�4 are presented in the Appendix. Wenote that the parameter � always takes very small val-ues in real experiments. The smallness of the param-eter � � 1 allows deomposing the wave amplitudesf (2n)k (�) into asymptoti series in �. We �rst restritthe deomposition of the wave amplitudes by the �rstterm. We then have from Eq. (3) thatf (2n)1 (s;�) � 1; f (2n)2 (s;�) � s�pn;f (2n)3 (s;�) � (s�)2pn(n� 1); : : : ;f (2n)m (s;�) � (s�)m�1pn(n� 1) : : : (n�m+ 2);and so on for any m � n + 1. Taking s = 1, we dealwith the output wave amplitudes:f (2(m+n))n+1 (�) / �np(m+ n)(m+ n� 1) : : : (m+ 1) :Substituting the asymptoti wave amplitudesf (2(m+n))n+1 (�) in Eqs. (4a) and (4b), we obtain theoutput states j (n)ip1 = j�ip1619



S. A. Podoshvedov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006in the pumping mode for any number n. In other words,the output wave funtion j	12i of the SPDCI with the�rst term of the asymptoti deomposition in the pa-rameter � � 1 taken into aount is given byj	12i = 1Xn=0(��)njni1jni2j�ip1 : (11)It an be shown that the output wave funtion j	12i(Eq. (11)) obeys a geometrial distribution with thenorm h	12j	12i � 11� Æ � 1 + Æ;where Æ = j��j2in the lassial-pump approximation. We note that theobtained wave funtion j	12i (Eq. (10)) is similar tothe wave funtionj	(l)12 i = 1h�t 1Xn=0 (th(�t))n jni1jni2stemming from the lassial-pump approximation [17℄,where the parameter �t in j	(l)12 i [17℄ plays the samepart as the parameter �� in our ase.The wave funtion j�(p1p2)+ i beomes simply a ten-sor produt of two oherent statesj�(p1p2)+ i = j~�ip1 j~�ip2 ;while j�(p1p2)� i = 0and the parameter M=N beomes equal to 1 in thelassial-pump approximation (Eq. (11)). But from thephysial standpoint, this is evidently wrong. The sys-tem of two oupled SPDCI presented in Fig. 1a makesits own ontribution to the distribution of the photonnumber states in the oherent states j~�ip1;p2 . We anonsider the output pumping modes remaining in theoherent states only in the lassial-pump approxima-tion [17℄. The di�erene between the output state ofthe SPDCI and a oherent state an be observed in theseond term of the asymptoti expansion of the waveamplitudes f (2n)k (�). Beause we deal with the out-put wave funtions j (0)ip1;p2 and j (1)ip1;p2 (Eqs. (6b)and (6)), we present only the �rst two terms of theasymptoti series for the wave amplitudes f (2m)1 (�) andf (2(m+1))2 (�): f (2m)1 (�) � 1� m�22 ; (12a)f (2(m+1))2 (�) � �pm+1��3pm+1 (5m+1)6 : (12b)

From the asymptoti expansion in (12a) and (12b), wehave the nonnormalized modi�ed oherent statesj (0)ip1;p2 = �j~�i � �22 j�1i�p1;p2 ; (13a)j (1)ip1;p2 = �j~�i � �22 j�2i�p1;p2 ; (13b)where j�1i = exp��j~�j22 � 1Xm=0 ~�mpm! jmi; (13)j�2i = 13 exp��j~�j22 � 1Xm=0 ~�m(5m+ 1)pm! jmi: (13d)Using Eqs. (13a)�(13d), we obtain the probabilitiesP� (Eq. (8)) for the marosopi entangled statesj�(p1p2)� i in the leading order in � asP+ � 2�2�2; (14a)P� � �4�64 : (14b)The probability to generate the state j�(p1p2)+ i is higherthan the probability to generate the state j�(p1p2)� i.We now apply expressions (13a)�(13d) to the al-ulation of some parameters of the states j�(p1p2)� i.Calulations of the quantity M=N haraterizing thedegree of orthogonality of the states jUip1 and jV ip1(pi = p1; p2) give the resultMN == 1��2=3�8j~�j2�2=3+47j~�j4�4=18+13j~�j2�4=91��2=3�8j~�j2�2=3+47j~�j4�4=18+14j~�j2�4=9 �� 1� j~�j�49 ; (15)where we neglet higher powers of the parameter ~��.BeauseM=N < 1 in aordane with (15), the maro-sopi states jUip1 and jV ip1 are not equal to eahother. We note that the quantityM=N an take valuesin the range from 0 to 1. IfM=N = 0, then we an talkabout the full orthogonality,pihU=V ipi = 0;of the marosopi states jUipi and jV ipi in Eqs. (9b)and (9). If M=N = 1, then we deal with the oppositease, where jUipi = jV ipi :620



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006 Conditional preparation of �(2) marosopi entangled statesBeause the states j�(p1p2)+ i are not pairwise orthog-onal, i.e., pihU=V ipi 6= 0for any ~� and �, we should alulate the amount ofentanglement stored in the generated marosopi en-tangled states j�(p1p2)� i. To quantify the entanglementdegree of the marosopi entangled state, we onsideronurreny of the state. The onurrene for a purestate j i in a tensor produt HA
HB of two (�nite-di-mensional) Hilbert spaes HA and HB for two systemsA and B is de�ned byC(j i) =q2(1� Sp(p2A)) ;where the redued density matrix �A is obtained bytaking the trae over the subsystem B. We note thatthe onurrene of a separable state is equal to zero,while the maximally entangled state has unit onur-rene. We �rst onstrut an orthonormal basis�j~0ipi ; j~1ipi	for eah pumping mode pi asj~0ipi = jUipi ; (16a)j~1ipi = jV ipi � ajUipip1� a2 : (16b)The state j�(p1p2)+ i an then be represented in terms ofthe basis states asj�(p1p2)+ i == N+ n2aj~0ij~0i+p1�a2 �j~0ij~1i+j~1ij~0i�op1p2 : (16)Finally, the onurrene of the state j�(p1p2)+ i is givenbyC �j�(p1p2)+ i� = 2N2+(1� a2) == 1� a21 + a2 = 1�M=N1 +M=N : (16d)Again using the estimate for the parameter M=Nin Eq. (15), we obtain an approximate expression forthe onurrene of the marosopi entangled statej�(p1p2)+ i as C �j�(p1p2)+ i� = j~�j2�49 :The other marosopi entangled state j�(p1p2)� i in or-thonormal basis (16a), (16b) has the formj�(p1p2)� i = 1p2 �j~0ij~1i � j~1ij~0i	p1p2 : (17)

It is evident from expression (17) thatC �j�(p1p2)� i� = 1irrespetive of the values of � and �.Thus, the proposed sheme in Fig. 1a,b allows usto onditionally generate two �(2) marosopi entan-gled states in the output pumping modes provided thatwe have speial detetors disriminating between one-and multi-photon number states. The studied shemeenables onditionally produing the marosopi entan-gled state j�(p1p2)+ i with a very small amount of entan-glement (Eq. (16d)) but with a su�iently large su-ess probability (Eq. (14a)). The problem under in-vestigation is to develop some methods to derease theparameterM=N to make it lose to zero in order to in-rease the amount of entanglement of the marosopientangled state j�(p1p2)+ i. A natural way to do this byenhanement of the parameter j~�j� may be restritedby experimental onditions in pratie. Nevertheless,there may exist other ways to solve the problem, suhas the use of the output of the system in Fig. 1a asan input to the next system of the oupled SPDCI,and so on. From the physial standpoint, suh a pro-edure may be naturally onsidered as an inrease inthe parameter j~�j� and, as a onsequene, it may leadto a derease in the parameter M=N . The same sys-tem provides us with the possibility to onditionallyobtain the marosopi entangled state j�(p1p2)� i withthe onurrene, albeit with a very small suess prob-ability (Eq. (14b)). We estimate the range of values forthe probabilities of the generated states j�(p1p2)+ i andj�(p1p2)� i in Eqs. (8b) and the value of the onurreneof the marosopi entangled state j�(p1p2)+ i. We on-sider a down-onverter with the standard value of theseond-order suseptibility. We then estimate the valueof the probability P+ in Eq. (14a) as �2�2 � 10�2�10�4. This value of the probability to generate themarosopi entangled state j�(p1p2)+ i is omparablewith the probability to observe two-photon mode en-tangled states j	(1234)+ i or j	(1234)� i (Eq. (8a)) at theoutput of the system. The onurrene of the maro-sopi entangled state j�(p1p2)+ i is �2 times less thanthe probability P+ and takes small values. The order of�� an be estimated as �4�4 � 10�4�10�8. The prob-ability P� in (14b) to observe the maximally entangledmarosopi state j�(p1p2)� i take a value �2 times lessthan the quantity �4�4. It is supposed that the prob-ability P� an be enhaned if we deal with resonanenonlinear three-photon proesses leading to huge val-ues of �(2) and take the absolute value of the oherentstate su�iently large.621



S. A. Podoshvedov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 20064. CONDITIONAL PREPARATION WITHOUTBEAM SPLITTERSWe now disuss another possibility to ondition-ally prepare one of the two �(2) marosopi entangledstates j�(p1p2)+ i or j�(p1p2)� i (Eqs. (8b)), without thebalaned beam splitters. For this, the linear optialiruit as shown in Fig. 2 is plaed after the system ofoupled SPDCI. The two optial beams onverge in oneof the two detetors in Fig. 2. The deteted modes arethe sum of the generated signal and idler modes givenby ̂ = â1 + â3p2and d̂ = â2 + â4p2 ;respetively, where the fator 1=p2 in the quantum op-erators of the deteted modes is introdued to satisfythe ommutation relations. As a onsequene of thisgeometry of experiment, the oinidene ount rate be-omes h	(1234)1 jd̂+̂+̂d̂j	(1234)1 ji = 1;whih means projetion of the total state j	i (Eq. (7))onto the marosopi entangled state j�(p1p2)+ i in thepumping modes after the registration of two simulta-neous liks by two detetors. The same oinideneount rate for the state j	(1234)� i ish	(1234)2 jd̂+̂+̂d̂j	(1234)2 ji = 0:This is essentially the destrutive two-photon inter-ferene e�et in registering detetors, �rst observedin [18℄.The experimental arrangement in Fig. 2 an alsobe adjusted for the opposite ase to onditionally pro-due the other marosopi entangled state j�(p1p2)� i inthe pumping modes. In this ase, the auxiliary optialsheme must be supplied by the �-phase shifter in oneof the four auxiliary modes to hange the sign of statej	(1234)+ i to the opposite and vie versa. Then, detet-ing two photons by trigger detetors in Fig. 2 wouldprovide a priori information that the �(2) marosopientangled state j�(p1p2)� i is generated in the pumpingmodes. Information about the other �(2) marosopientangled state j�(p1p2)+ i is erased due to the interfer-ene e�et in auxiliary modes [18℄. Therefore, the Bell-state measurement sheme in Fig. 2 also enables on-ditionally preparing one of the two �(2) marosopientangled states, either j�(p1p2)+ i or j�(p1p2)� i. We notethat the optial sheme for onditional preparation ofthe �(2) marosopi entangled state presented in Fig. 2

requires speial detetors disriminating between one-and multi-photon number states [15℄.5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONWe have proposed two optial shemes onsistingof a system of two spontaneous parametri down-on-verters with type-I phase mathing ombined withBell-state measurement arrangement in the generatedmodes to onditionally produe the �(2) marosopientangled states. One of the proposed shemes for theBell-state measurement uses a pair of the anillary pho-tons in the signal and idler modes to diret them totwo Hadamard gates. A pair of Hadamard gates on-struted on the base of the beam splitters is used inidenti�ation of the outome of the states in auxiliarymodes and is therefore appliable to the identi�ationof the �(2) marosopi states in the output pumpingmodes. The other projetion sheme is based on a�holographi� type of oinidene ounting of photonsand an work without the Hadamard gates. Deleteriousontribution of one of the two projeted states vanishesdue to the well-known destrutive two-photon interfer-ene e�et [18℄. Our analysis has been done under theassumption of the presene of ideal detetors able todistinguish one-photon liks from all other ones.We have shown that it is possible to observe themarosopi entangled state j�(p1p2)+ i with a su�-iently large suess probability P+ but with a smallamount of entanglement. The nonlinear e�et, al-though omparable with the e�et of generating thesignal�idler pair, is typially too weak to generate themarosopi entangled state j�(p1p2)+ i with better en-tanglement with urrent tehnology. The problem ofgenerating the marosopi entangled state j�(p1p2)+ iwith a larger value of stored entanglement requires fur-ther study. The same optial sheme allows obtainingthe marosopi maximally entangled state j�(p1p2)� iwith unit onurrene. Performane of the optialshemes presented in Figs. 1a,b, and 2 is plausible withurrent tehnologies.APPENDIXSome partiular analyti solutions for the waveprobabilitiesThe probability P (0)1 (x;�), x = j�2j, is entirely de-termined by the �rst term of the oherent state distri-bution P (0)1 (x;�) = exp(�x): (A.1)622



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006 Conditional preparation of �(2) marosopi entangled statesThe probabilities to �nd the orresponding tensor prod-uts onsisting of either one pumping or two signals andidler photons in superposition state (3b) are given byP (2)1 (x;�) = x exp(�x) os2 �; (A.2a)P (2)2 (x;�) = x exp(�x) sin2 �: (A.2b)The next probabilities with n = 2 are given byP (4)1 (x;�) = 2x2 exp(�x)9  1 + os �p6��2 !2 ;(A.3a)P (4)2 (x;�) = x2 exp(�x)6 sin2 �p6�� ; (A.3b)P (4)3 (x;�) = x2 exp(�x)9 �1� os�p6���2 : (A.3)The probabilities for the states forming the partial wavefuntion j	6i are given byP (6)1 (x;�) = x3 exp(�x)1752 n�p73 + 7� �� os�q10�p73 ��+ �p73� 7��� os�q10 +p73 ���2 ; (A.4a)P (6)2 (x;�) = x3 exp(�x)5256 ��p73 + 7�q10�p73 �� sin�q10�p73 ��+ �p73� 7�q10 +p73 �� sin�q10 +p73 ���2 ; (A.4b)P (6)3 (x;�) = x3 exp(�x)73 �os�q10�p73 �� �� os�q10 +p73 ���2 ; (A.4)P (6)4 (x;�) = 9x3 exp(�x)73 ��8<: sin�p10�p73 ��p10�p73 �� sin�p10 +p73 ��p10 +p73 9=;2 : (A.4d)
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